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Housing crashed the economy, and four years of terrible home sales have kept a

recovery from fully taking hold. So any good news from the housing market should be

welcome. But in most of Massachusetts, heating up the housing market just trades one

headache for another. The state's chronic inability to keep up with housing demand

meant that Massachusetts leapt straight from its last recession into a lost decade of slow

job creation, stagnant population growth, and out of control housing costs. That cycle is

about to repeat itself — unless cities and towns get serious about building housing.

The Massachusetts housing market is in the midst of a quiet rebound. It’s quiet because

prices are still stuck at lows last seen a decade ago, and because attention has rightly

been focused on the tens of thousands of homeowners who have lost their homes to

foreclosure, and the thousands more still fighting to hang on. But there's a recovery

afoot. Last month marked the ninth straight month of home sales trending upward.

Prices haven't followed yet. But they are set to explode, because the state hasn't come

close to building the number of homes and apartments that residents need. Years of

under-building have driven rents in Boston-area apartments to record highs, even in

the middle of a prolonged economic slump; when home sales return to normal, they'll

follow suit, and exacerbate an historic affordability crunch.

Housing prices will skyrocket in Massachusetts, for homes and apartments alike,

because many cities and towns have locked themselves into slow- or no-growth stances.

Massachusetts has been out of the home-building business for more than two decades.

Three recessions have come and gone since the state's last real building boom. All those
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years of stagnation have twisted the housing market into behaving in bizarre ways.

Housing supply restrictions caused prices to climb in the face of the state's severe dot-

com recession 10-plus years ago, and those same shortfalls are now manifesting

themselves in today's punishingly high rents. In between, Massachusetts home prices

rose at twice the clip that national prices did. The recent drop in housing sticker prices

hasn't brought any real relief. Broad portions of the state's middle class struggle with the

cost of shelter. And they will continue to struggle: Construction fell off its already anemic

pace over the past four years, so a return of normal housing demand will meet a supply

that's markedly tight, even by Massachusetts standards.

There's another problem at play, beyond

running housing developers out of state. When

municipalities have built housing over the past

two decades, they've built the wrong stuff. The

municipal love affair with single-family homes

that sit on large lots put an overall damper on

housing growth, but it also ensures that when

homes do get built, they're built inefficiently.

Just 25 percent of the residential buildings built

in eastern Massachusetts since 1990 have been in buildings with five or more units.

That means that what little construction that has happened has consumed lots of land

while failing to address the real affordability crisis that exists in Massachusetts.

According to the Urban Land Institute, there is now a 25,000-unit housing shortage in

Greater Boston. Researchers at the UMass Donahue Institute say that figure will swell

to 46,000 units, if we keep building housing at the same pace we've been building at.

The costlier housing becomes, the more it squeezes life out of the state. Massachusetts

has oriented its economy around workers the state is uniquely unqualified to attract and

retain. The state's technology sectors demand steady supplies of young talent. But over

the last decade, while the Massachusetts population was growing at a meager 3-percent

clip, it lost 9 percent of its 25- to 34-year-olds. These are the recent college graduates

and young families that the state’s economic future is built on. They're also the

population that's most sensitive to the state’s deeply ingrained affordability crisis. And

they're voting with their feet.
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